Smartenance – the app for mobile digital maintenance management

Get digital. Now! #higherproductivity

Faster and easier ...

Highlights
- Simple, clear operation thanks to clear structure and buttons
- Reciprocal checking by system operators and production managers provides greater reliability
- Faster processing via mobile, digital apps

Get digital. Now! The digital maintenance manager for production managers and system operators finally makes maintenance management paperless. Smartenance provides you with a clear schedule and evaluation for your system maintenance and offers a fast and easy transition to digital maintenance.

Preventive system maintenance is time-consuming. But thanks to the mobile digital Smartenance app it is now much faster. The clear structure and buttons of the app offer the operator plain and easy guidance. The digital maintenance schedule from Festo makes maintenance easier, quicker and more reliable.

Reminder, feedback and documentation
Smartenance consists of two parts: a mobile maintenance schedule in the form of an app for smartphones and tablets, and a dashboard in the form of a website for production managers. This allows you to manage and document maintenance tasks. The dashboard is simply opened in a web browser. The mobile app is downloaded from the Apple and Google app stores, and then installed and independently configured.

Added value for machine builders
With Smartenance, you can transform the maintenance tasks for every system directly into a digital solution and offer customers added value for the system.
Smartenance – the app for mobile digital maintenance management

For system operators and production managers alike

Production managers can monitor all systems centrally on a dashboard and can see at a glance what tasks need to be completed urgently or what feedback colleagues provided on the maintenance tasks. The ability to integrate shifts improves planning and makes it more flexible. Existing maintenance tasks can be easily suspended during holidays or shutdown periods.

The advantages of digital maintenance are plain to see. System operators always have their machines’ maintenance schedule to hand on a mobile device and receive all the necessary information about the tasks directly on their smartphone or tablet. The feedback function ensures easy collaboration between system operators and production managers.

For clearly measurable savings and traceability of all work steps

1. **Mobile, digital maintenance instructions** (for system operators)
   - Mobile app for Android and iOS smartphones and tablets
   - Enhance maintenance instructions digitally with images and videos
   - Simple, intuitive operation

2. **Maintenance task reminders and feedback** (for system operators)
   - Mobile schedule with an overview of upcoming tasks
   - Reminder about pending tasks
   - Feedback function for recommendations or problems

3. **Central evaluation of maintenance tasks** (for production managers)
   - Clear visualisation of all systems and tasks on the desktop (web portal)
   - Evaluation across all systems in one place
   - Detailed proof for audits

**Licence purchase via the Festo App World**
A Smartenance licence can be purchased via the new Festo App World. After purchasing Smartenance, you will initially see an empty dashboard in which systems and maintenance tasks have yet to be configured. You transfer the tasks and maintenance intervals from the system documentation which you have obtained from the machine builder. The system is then ready for immediate use.

**Your personal settings**
You can use filters to customise your user interface, for example for different machine levels. This provides an optimised overview for large machine fleets. If you are in charge of system maintenance on multiple sites, you can set up a separate account for each site – for maximum flexibility and efficiency.